
Discussion between Dave Hollom and Graham Bantock about multiple certificates

Graham,
I had not replied to this mail as I knew we would be meeting in London at the boat show and that we could talk
through these proposals and problems, and indeed we did, and I came away thinking that you might have seen the
light of day. However, judging by your replies to Roger's submissions, it appears that this was way wide of the mark
so I will reiterate my concerns and question some of your conclusions.

The gist of your last two emails seems to be that rules, regarding certificates and race management, that are there for
very good reasons and have, in general, and apparently until recently, been adhered to and have worked tolerably
well since people first went sailing competitively, now do not work and that there is no way of enforcing them. Gra-
ham, this is crap. What you are saying, in essence, is that because a small group of people broke existing rules, that
we should cave in to the cheats, for that is what they are. If we were to accept that state of affairs we might as well
have no rules. Just turn up to a race with whatever you want and race it. If you turn up with a boat ten foot long good
on you. If class rules regarding the design and construction of boats can be enforced then the rules regarding the
conduct of a competition can also be enforced. Instead of chucking the rule book out of the window, which your pro-
posal for multiple certificates is, in essence doing, IRSA should be bringing a rule 69 case against the competitors
concerned and possibly against the race committee, if they were complicit.

There are two groups involved in any competition, the competitors and those running the competition, and for it to
work both parties must adhere to the rules. To say that the competitors should and the race organisers should not
and furthermore, cannot be made to, is just plain stupid. Instead of finding reasons why competition rules can't be en-
forced IRSA should be looking at ways of making them enforceable.

It seems that multiple certificates are IRSA's answer to people who cheat anyway. They are a cheats charter. When
you came back from the French Ten Rater Nats complaining bitterly about competitors turning up with multiple certifi-
cates and sailing with the one that best suited the conditions I suggested, that legally, they could only sail with the last
issued certificate. Your reply was that all the certificates were issued on the same day so there was no last certificate.
They were all the last certificates. Well Graham, for just these reasons, other rating authorities not only stamp the cer-
tificate with the date but also the time. It is then impossible to have more than one current certificate without cheating.
Many will also not issue a new certificate until the old one has been returned.

You mention, in the context of Marbleheads having multiple rigs, that people wanted "boats that would sail better, it
would be more fun, there would be more freedom, less restrictions, in fact much the same arguments that apply to
multiple certificates". Extending this thought, I would suggest that having no rule governing the design and construc-
tion of boats would add even more freedom and, using your logic, would be even more fun. We have rules to restrict
where designers can go, that way we all have fun but it is fair fun. I cannot conceive that having more freedom and
less restriction in any way increases the fun, if anything the increased complexity reduces the fun. I would wager that
if multiple rigs had not been brought in, the Marblehead class would be far more popular than it is today. It is the com-
plexity and cost of building or buying all those rigs and then carting them around that puts many people off the class
when there are far simpler alternatives such as the One Metre.

So what is the problem with having multiple certificates? The skill of yacht design is in designing a boat that will per-
form well in a variety of conditions. Any fool (well almost any fool) can design a boat that is good in one set of condi-
tions. A one trick pony. Once you allow multiple certificates you just about nullify that skill. The competitor can arrive
at an event, sniff the wind, check the forecast and then select the configuration, from his many certificates, that will
maximise his performance in those conditions. For the average sailor it is unfair for him to compete against a boat,
with multiple certificates, sailing on a far shorter waterline with a lot more sail if conditions are light or against the
same boat with a long waterline and little sail if the conditions are heavy and it is hardly guaranteed to attract people
to the class.

Of course, with multiple certificates, there is nothing stopping Mr average sailor from doing the same thing. But think
of the cost. Multiple certificates will mean multiple fins, multiple bulbs, multiple rigs and multiple sails. Remember,
each rig will have to have at least three, probably four, suits of sails to allow the boat to sail competitively in that con-
figuration and each rig will require a different bulb and, probably, a different fin. I have had it suggested that people
would have only two or three different configurations, but to think that is naive. The competitive sailor who turns up
with two certificates and is beaten by someone with three will turn up at the next event, not to be outdone or beaten,
with maybe four and so on ad infinitum. Graham, you put the cost of a set of rigs for a Ten Rater at about £1300. Add
a fin and a bulb and you will not get much change from £1500. For five configurations that's £7500 and this at a time
when many full size classes restrict the number of sails a boat can have over a season, to contain costs and keep the
class popular. I would suggest that in this route lies the death of the Ten Rater class just when it had a small chance
of gaining some popularity again.
One of the reasons put forward for allowing multiple certificates is that there is no way of stopping a competitor arriv-
ing at an event and having his boat re-measured at the last minute in a configuration that would suit the prevailing
conditions. Multiple certificates, it is argued, would level the playing field by allowing everyone the same opportunity.



However, if it was made mandatory that the certificate had to be in the hands of the race committee, a given time, say
a week or two or more, before the event, you have prevented that from happening and one of the perceived advan-
tages of multiple certificates is removed. You could argue that this would discriminate against competitors who are
still building their boat but you could have a rule that allowed a certificate to be presented at registration but only if it
was the first and only certificate for that boat. That would allow new builds to enter but would not allow boats, already
having certificates, to present on the day having had, in the extra time available, the boat re-measured in a different
configuration. Regarding owners of several boats, they have no advantage that others don't if you have to name your
boat and present your certificate in advance.

All this is not to say that for a big event you wouldn't design a boat for the expected conditions. Of course you would
but you would still have to design for conditions some way either side of those that are expected. You may well also
re-configure an existing boat for those conditions but you should have to get a new certificate and the previous one
should be cancelled and you should have to do this some time before the event. However, that is totally different to
turning up at an event and on the day, selecting the configuration, from your many certificates, that will maximise your
performance in those conditions.

To make sure that my thoughts were not those of a madman and that I was not out of step with general thinking on
the administration of rating rules I checked with other organisations to see what their thinking was on the subject of
multiple certificates The technical head of World sailing thought it was a bad idea that would be difficult to administer
and police and that it had been banned full size ever since Dennis Conner had tried it with "Liberty" in the America's
Cup. The technical head of the RYA said much the same thing and Mike Urwin, now semi retired but until recently
head of the RORC Rating office, said that some owners had tried to have multiple certificates allowed but it was very
firmly resisted. They have a rule that only the last issued certificate is valid which prevents that sort of thing happen-
ing. He thought that it was a very bad idea and said that I could quote him on that. I have to say also that in all the
views I have canvassed among radio and vane sailors not one has been warm to the idea of multiple certificates.
Graham. If multiple certificates are allowed, just when full size sailing is starting to take us seriously, we will stand a
good chance of becoming the laughing stock of the sailing world.

There are other issues.You mention, on many of the alterations put forward by the MYA, that this is a rule re-write not
a rule change and that the MYA's suggestions for rule change should be put forward through the usual channels. And
yet, many of the rules in the proposal are not re-writes but rule changes in their own right. Rule A.12.1 (c) says that a
certificate becomes invalid upon the issue of another certificate. That rule has been omitted which is a rule change.
Allowing multiple certificates, which omitting that rule does, is just one. The rule that restricts the foot of the jib and the
foot of the main in the "A" class rules is an addition and hence a rule change and there are many others. Many of the
suggestions put forward by the MYA have considerable merit and should not be dismissed in such a manner.
Graham, I know you put a lot of time and thought into these proposals and other IRSA matters and your commitment
is something that should be applauded. However, I feel so strongly about this that I have taken the liberty of circulat-
ing this correspondence to a wider audience of interested parties. I also feel that the consequences of such a change
in the rules will be so far reaching that all Ten Rater and "A" class sailors should be consulted and a vote on these
proposals taken.

I look forward to your further thoughts on these matters.
Kind regards,
Dave Hollom.

----- Original Message -----
From: Graham Bantock
To: 'david hollom'
Cc: Gerhard Mentges ; 'Selwyn Holland' ; Lester Gilbert
Sent: Sunday, January 10, 2016 5:11 PM
Subject: RE: A Class draft rules
Dear David,
My guess is that ‘making single certificate work’ as you put it is something that is down to the ef-
forts of each DNM and is not something that can be forced by IRSA or anyone else. If any one
country does not play ball then the whole system breaks down unless there are other onerous steps
that have to be taken.
I do not know why the race committees implicated in what I reported failed to act as they might oth-
erwise have done. All I can do is infer from their action that they were not willing to invoke rules
that go as far as excluding competitors from races. This is perfectly in line with the ethos ‘this is a



sport, we are all volunteers, we are not professionals, we just want to enjoy ourselves, the rules are
there to be broken…..’ that I have had repeated to me at regular intervals in the UK since the 1960s
when I started asking similar simple questions to which the answers were obviously much more dif-
ficult for the people to whom the questions were addressed.
Why did I not lodge a protest? At an event I am usually a competitor much like everyone else. I am
known to have some knowledge of the various rules and even to have authored several of them. If I
make a protest then I am not able to refer to myself as an independent authority regarding interpreta-
tion of those rules. Whereas if someone else protests I might reasonably be asked for independent
advice as much as any competitor at an event can be under the rule regarding personal interest.
At a more basic level – if those who run the event cannot be bothered to invoke rules which are in
their domain, why should I be bothered? There will clearly not be any support from the race com-
mittee who will appear to be the body I am protesting. Not the best way for any competitor to be-
have, is it?
I am unsure when the ability to register three rigs was introduced but certainly well before my time.
Would it increase the cost of the class? – certainly that would have been an obvious outcome. Yet,
this was clearly not a factor large enough to overcome the positive benefits of having that freedom. I
can imagine that there was support for multiple rigs on the grounds that the boats would sail better,
it would be more fun, there would be more freedom, less restrictions. In fact much the same argu-
ments that apply to having multiple certificates. Apart from levelling the playing field of course.
Regards,
Graham.
From: david hollom [mailto:david.hollom@btinternet.com]
Sent: 08 January 2016 01:14
To: Graham Bantock <graham@sailsetc.com>
Subject: Re: A Class draft rules
Graham,
By now you should have received a copy of a note to Gerhard as a response to his explanation of the
reasons for the rule changes. Within that note I hope you will find methods of making single certifi-
cates work.
In your last email you mention no end of reasons as to why legislation will not work. Graham, no
matter what the rules about anything say, if they are not enforced they will not work. If the max
length rules were not enforced it would not be long before we were sailing overlength boats. Some
of us would be honest to start with but when it became apparent that other people were taking the
mickey and nothing was being done to make them adhere to the rules the attitude of "if you can't
beat them join them", would take over.
In your examples of people turning up with patently wrong certificates, why did the race committee
allow them to sail? If they had turned up with a Marblehead for a One Metre race they would not
have sailed because they would not have adhered to the rules. The same applies to turning up with
the wrong certificate. If the race committee did nothing why did you not lodge a protest?
You mention multiple same area rigs on Marbleheads but I think that this is a bad example because
the extra cost of these rigs is one of the reasons for the decline of the class. In my opinion it would
be a far better and more popular class if the rigs were restricted in the same way as they are in other
classes and there was a more sensible draught restriction. But hey, the class is what it is and it would
be difficult to change it now. The important thing is to not let such a situation occur in the future and
it is my contention that these new rules, if they are adopted, will allow just such a situation to occur
in the Ten Rater class.
Cheers,   Dave.
----- Original Message -----
From: Graham Bantock



To: 'david hollom'
Cc: 'Graham'
Sent: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 4:08 PM
Subject: RE: A Class draft rules
Dear David,
Your rant was the first five minute when you ran off a long list of questions and gave no time for
any answers. And you did not seem to be very interested in letting me finish my answers when I
started to give them ;-) Believe me you do not need to spend an hour and a half explaining the prob-
lems – the problems are easy to understand. But we do need solutions that are going to work in real
life. Currently that is my task on behalf of IRSA and I am happy to consider alternatives that will
work.
The current rule that makes all previous certificate invalid is one I wrote some 20 years ago and I
have been a fan of that approach almost ever since. However it became patently obvious to me that
it does not work (for the many reasons I have attempted to explain) and I have heard no likely work-
able way to make it work. I look forward to hearing your ideas regarding making it work through
legislation in the racing rules/NoR/Sis but am sceptical that this can be so. Some reasons why are
given below.
Since accepting that it is a rule that does not work in real life I have come to realise the positive ben-
efits of positively permitting multiple certificates. One is a clear levelling of the playing field by re-
moving the advantage owners of multiple boats may enjoy. Another is ensuring we can all enjoy the
same freedom enjoyed by those who turn a blind eye. We have happily used alternative full area rigs
in the M Class for as long as I can recall – is there really any difference here?
Reasons why legislation through the RRS will probably not work. The RRS already have rules re-
quiring the boat to have a valid certificate at an event. History tells us that race committees are not
very interested in using this rule. Even in the RRS it is made possible to complete on the proviso
that the certificate will be sent later yet there is no sanction other than losing any place and prizes if
this does not happen. I have been present at a world championship where a boat had a certificate that
was a photocopy of my own boat’s certificate with the owner’s data entered onto it. The rig sizes
bore no relationship to those on the certificate. At another the sailors from one country had certifi-
cates that had the text ‘This is not a certificate’ printed at the top and at least one had no registration
number engraved into the hull. Others had certificates titled American Model Yachting Association
dimensioned in inches and not issued to the international class rule. At the most recent world cham-
pionship for M Class a boat was present whose sails bore no relationship to the sizes on the certifi-
cate. In all these cases the boats competed unhindered and un-penalised. I have even had it reported
to me that my own boat, and all its sisterships, were over length at the world championship yet this
was not raised with me or any of the other owners at the time or even reported to IRSA in the event
report. You will understand my scepticism regarding making the rules stick.
Regards,
Graham.

From: david hollom [mailto:david.hollom@btinternet.com]
Sent: 06 January 2016 14:39
To: Graham Bantock
Subject: Re: A Class draft rules

Graham,
You did indeed send me a copy of the proposed rules and I did indeed tell you, at the time, that I
would have no time to read them until the Christmas break.
Regarding my so called rant, I can only say that when logical arguments are put forward only to be
met by illogical replies my blood pressure does rise. I have no problem with you holding a different
view to me but I understood that you were against multiple certificates which is my viewpoint so it
was somewhat exasperating when all you could come up with were reasons as to why my proposals



would not work when, if you were on the side of preventing the use of multiple certificates, you
would be looking for reasons and ways that would make them work. However, it appears that you
favour multiple certificates, which explains your arguments and which I have no problem with, now
that I know where you are coming from.
Graham, there is no problem from my end if you hold a different view and now that I think I know
your views I look forward to debating those different views and hopefully we can remain friends.
Kind regards,
Dave.


